How dedication and partnership can transform health care in Tampa Bay
Welcome!
To the new orthopaedic residents

Good job!
To the Team that made it happen

Stephen Klasko, MD, MBA
Vice President for USF Health,
Dean, College of Medicine
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Key Decisions 2005

• USF: Time to rebuild orthopedics

• USF Bulls: We need USF Health as we enter Big East

• Florida Legislature: We want USF to transform sports safety in the state
USF Health – USF Athletics Partnership: Now provides full array of team doctors and therapists for USF Bulls
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- Legislature gave $3 million for SMART to prevent needless deaths on the practice and playing fields of k-12
USF Sports Medicine goes national

Los Angeles Times

Thursday, December 11, 2006

The bigger they are, the harder they fall

Carrying a hefty amount of...
4 October 2006: USF’s new Department of Orthopedic Surgery

From star athletes to your stars at home
We offer comprehensive care for all musculoskeletal medicine

USF HEALTH
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Sports Medicine Specialists Join USF’s New Center

By PAUL COTELA Correspondent

The University of South Florida’s sports medicine program, a national model for athlete care and rehabilitation according to USF Health, has bolstered its status with the addition of two widely respected orthopedic surgeons.

Dr. David Leffers, an associate professor of orthopedics, and Dr. Charles Nosfinger, an assistant professor of orthopedics, joined the new USF Sports Medicine and Athletic-Related Trauma Institute earlier this month.

The two doctors are on board to help strengthen the care offered to athletes with sports-related injuries or illnesses and will work with athletic trainers to ensure the overall health of USF’s athletes and teams.

Located on campus at 13001 Bruce B. Downs Blvd., the sports medicine center opened Aug. 1 and recently received a $5 million boost in grant funding from the Florida Legislature this year to raise the standard of care for athletes.

Leffers, a South Tampa resident, directs the Division of Orthopedics Sports Medicine in the Department of Orthopedic Surgery. He is the team doctor for the USF Bulls and has also worked with professional Tampa Bay teams, including the Tampa Bay Lightning and the now-defunct Tampa Bay Storm/ Major League Soccer team.

Prior to becoming coming to USF where the 56-year-old Leffers spent the past 23 years,

Leffers’ duties include part of that improvement process.
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Nosing, his wife, Yoon, and two sons, Brock, 6, and Dean, 4, moved to New Tampa in July, when he joined USF.

He said he left Tulane because he wanted to get out of trauma treatment, what he was doing for victims of Hurricane Katrina, and get back into sports medicine.

“The opportunities are great at USF and Tampa is a beautiful city and so nice compared to where I was,” he said.

Nosing, 43, plans to initiate more research in the biomechanics of joints, especially the elbow and bring a sports-related safety program to area high schools.

Leffers and Nosing treat all types of orthopedic sports injuries, including injuries to the shoulder, elbow, knee, ankle and foot. They join the USF surgery team that includes Dr. Ed Haman, an assistant professor of orthopedics; Dr. Robert Bedrosian, Dr. Heidi Stephens and orthopedic surgeon Larry Lernak, acting director of the sports medicine institute.

USF Health also has a full physical therapy center as part of its School of Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation Sciences, where the doctors
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- New comprehensive patient care center on Bruce B. Downs, with UCH

- New offices on Fletcher
New chair Robert Pedowitz, MD, PhD
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The University of South Florida's College of Medicine has scored a hit but it has been lacking for years: an orthopedic surgeon capable of helping the college achieve its aspirations for national stature.

Until now, USF has been probably the only medical school in the country without an orthopedic department and one of the few without an orthopedic residency training program, says Steve Klaske, vice president for health sciences and dean of the medical school at USF.

Orthopedists have been missing at USF since 1990, when the orthopedics faculty - a group of nine practicing surgeons based at Tampa General Hospital - resigned en masse rather than meet the college's demands for greater accountability in training surgical residents.

To restore orthopedics, the medical school has taken a significant departure from the past and contracted with hospitals other than Tampa General, its primary teaching hospital. Orthopedics will be the only USF program that will be based at the hospital.

Pedowitz is a consultant to the National Football League Players Association. He is on a list of doctors who provide a second opinion to whether injured players can return to the field. Pedowitz says he first will focus on getting USF's orthopedics program accredited through the national Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education. A majority of the accreditation committee will visit USF next month.

He hopes to have accreditation by spring, but it could be up to a year later.

"We are building this program from scratch," Klaske said. Six area hospitals have pledged spots for medical residents when the orthopedics program is accredited, he said.
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The new CRISP:
All musculoskeletal services …
• Orthopaedics
• Physical Therapy
• Athletic Training
• Primary Care Sports Medicine
• Neurosurgery
• Rheumatology
• Podiatry
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Unique opportunity for students - USF Athletic Training Education Program joins Dept of Orthopaedic Surgery and Sports Medicine

National model of collaboration between athletic training, orthopaedics, sports safety, physical therapy
New Residency Approved:
Partnership of 8 hospitals and 40 surgeons; leadership by TGH and FOI helps secure approval
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It’s a team, baby
Come Celebrate

New Orthopaedic Surgery Residency Program

USF Health

Making Life Better™